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The spectral theory of operators in Banach spaces is employed to treat a class of 
degenerate evolution equations. A basic role is played by the assumption that the 
Banach space under consideration may be expressed as a direct sum of two suitable 
subspaces. Two methods for solving the problem are studied. The first method is 
based on the expansion of the resolvent of a closed operator into Laurent series in a 
neighbourhood of 0. The second one makes use of the theory of abstract potential 
operators. In particular, an extension of the Hill+Yosida theorem on infinitesimal 
generators of (C,) semigroups of linear operators is obtained. Some examples 
relative to operators appearing in many applications to partial differential equations 
are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years many papers have been devoted to the study in an abstract 
framework of the differential equations Bx’(r) = Ax(t) +f(t), including the 
case in which B has no bounded inverse. See, for example, [ 1, 4, 5, 7, 141. 
In [ 5 ] we considered the initial value problem 
$Bx(t) = -Ax(r) +f(tX tE(O,+co)=R+, (1.1) 
‘fp II B4) - zo Ilx = 0, (l-2) 
where A, B are suitable linear closed operators from D(A), D(B) (GY) into 
X, respectively; X, Y are complex Banach spaces; f is a known X-valued 
strongly continuous function on [0, + co) = Et; z. is given in X; and x(. ) is 
the solution to be found. 
*This paper was written under the auspices of the Gruppo Nazionale per I’Analisi 
Funzionale e le sue Applicazioni of the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. 
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A Y-valued function x(,), such that x(t) E D(A) n D(B) for all t E R ‘, 
Ax( .) is strongly continuous from R + into X, Bx(.) strongly continuously 
differentiable from R + into X, and (1. 1 ), ( 1.2) hold, is said to be a strong 
solution of (l.l), (1.2). 
Uniqueness and existence results for such a solution were proved in [S ] 
under a growth assumption on the B-modified resolvent (LB +A)- ’ = 
R,(l,; A) of A, by means of a Laplace transform method. 
The present paper shows how the results of [5] can be improved in the 
particular but rather important case in which the space X may be expressed 
as the direct sum of two suitable subspaces, connected with the operators A, 
B, and on which one projects (1.1). 
We shall make use of two different methods. The first approach rests on 
the expansion of the resolvent R,(I; r) = R(A; 7’) of a closed linear operator 
T in X, into Laurent series, according to [ 13, p. 2281, when 1= 0 is an 
isolated singular point of R(L; T). 
The second method is based on abstract potential operators and in a 
certain sense also yields a generalization of the Hille-Yosida theorem on 
generation of (C,) semigroups of linear operators. 
We also show that our assumptions are satisfied by some types of 
operators playing an important role in the theory of partial differential 
equations. 
Notation. L(E; I;) denotes the space of all linear bounded operators from 
the Banach space E into the Banach space F, if E and F coincide, we shall 
write L(E). By K(E; F) and @(E; F) we denote the spaces of all compact 
operators from E to F and of all (unbounded) Fredholm operators from E to 
F. If S, T are closed linear operators from E into F, p(S, 7’) is the set of all 
complex numbers ,4 E C such that AS + T is densely defined and has a 
bounded inverse R,(L; T). 
D(T), N(T), R(T) denote, respectively, the domain, the null-space and the 
range of the operator T. If U is a subspace of E, then V is the closure of U 
in the topology of E. 
If m is a nonnegative integer, Ccm)(Rf; E) (resp., C?(R+; E)), is the 
space of all E-valued m-times continuously differentiable functions on Rf 
(resp., R+). 
2. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
We have seen [5] that if R,(l; A) exists as a bounded operator from X 
into Y for sufficiently large A and there are C, &, E R ’ and a nonnegative 
integer k such that /AR,@; A)11 L(X) Q Cdk, I >A,,, then (l.l), (1.2) has at 
most one strong solution. 
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On the other hand, if 1, E p(Z3, A), it is obvious that if u(.) is a strong 
solution of the problem 
$ BR,(A,; A ) y(t) = -y(t) + e--“tf(t), tER+, 
“-1:~ BR,(&; A) y(t) = z,,. 
/ 
where s-lim denotes limit in the norm, then x(.) = e.Ao’Re(;lo; A)y(.) satisfies 
(l.l), (1.2). 
Hence, we see that it is important for us to treat the problem 
$ TX(f) = -x(t) +&f(t), tER+, (2.1) 
s-hut&i T.u(t) = z0 E X, (2.2) 
where we assume, for the sake of generality, that T is a closed linear 
operator in the Banach space X, with D(7’) strongly dense in X and p(T) # 4. 
We now notice that in this case if x(.) is a strong solution of (2.1), (2.2), 
then y(t) = e”‘(& T + Z) x(f), t E R +, is a strong solution of 
$ TR,(&; 1) y(t) = -y(t) + e-?f(t), iERi, 
“-1;~ TR ,(A, ; I) y(t) = z,, , 
and thus we could assume without loss of generality that T is a bounded 
operator. We shall make use of this fact to prove that our choice of 
considering only two types of decomposition for X is well grounded. 
In this connection, we also notice the following. 
Assume that A+ T has a bounded inverse for 0 < / 11 < r, with 
II Ak+ ‘W: r>ll,,,, S C, 0 < (AI < r, (2.3) 
where k is a nonnegative integer; that is, R.(l; I) E L(X) and 
IIMk Oil L(x) <Clllk for all (A( > r-‘. Let (&I > r-‘. It follows that if 
IA+&] > r-‘, then R,(II + &; I) E L(X), and, if we define S = TR&,; I), 
we have R,(A; I) = (1, T + I) R,.(A + lo; I); hence, there is C’ E R + such that 
for IA +&I > r-‘, II R,(k Z)llLt,, S C’ lJ-lk. 
And thus S has the same property as T. This also says that if A = 0 is a 
pole of R(I; T), then II = 0 is a pole of R(L; S). 
Suppose now that (2.3) holds for )A - (2a))‘l < (2~))‘, a E R+; that is, 
II R 4: 011 L(x, Q C [Ilk, Re J > a. Then an analogous argument proves that 
we have (JR&l; Z)ll rrx,gC’(l~lk+1),whereRe~>(a-~,)/2,~,>a. 
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3. THE CASE OF A = 0 AN ISOLATED SINGULAR POINT OF 
R.&i B) 
In this section we shall first consider Eq. (2.1) under the assumption that 
T is a closed linear operator on the complex Banach space X which has 
A = 0 as a pole of R(A; 7) of order k + 1 and thus the decomposition X = 
N(P) @R(F), m > k + 1, holds. Here k is a nonnegative integer. We then 
know that R(F) = R(Tm)a = R(p”), N(T”‘) = N(Tk+‘). 
If y: I;1 1 = E is a circumference of sufficiently small radius such that ] A I< E 
does not contain singularities other than 1= 0, and 
Q = (2ni)-‘ f R(z; T) dz, 
-Y 
the integration being performed counterclockwise, then Q is a projection onto 
N(pI+‘) and R(Z- Q) = R(p”). 
We also observe that Illk+‘R(;l; T)]lLcX, < C, 0 < ]A( Q E, and thus the 
uniqueness theorem applies. 
Now, if x(.) satisfies (2.1) and ftZ Co’@+; x>, since N(p) c iV(p’+‘), 
the equations 
; T,(Z - Q> x(f) = -U - Q> x(f) + V - Q>.f<Ov tER+, (3.1) 
f T, QxW = -QxO> + QfW tER+, (3.2) 
must then be fulfilled. Here, T, and T, denote the parts of T in R(p’+ ‘) and 
in N(p’+ ‘), respectively. We know [8] that the spectra of T, , T, coincide 
with the spectrum of T minus (0) and with {O). Hence, T, E L(N(Tk”)). 
Further, T, is a closed operator from R(p’+ ‘) into itself, mapping 
D(T,)=D(T)nR(p”) onto R(lk”) . m a one-to-one fashion. It follows 
that (3.1), with the initial condition 
“4~ T,(Z - Q) x(t) = (I - Q, ~0, 
has the unique strong solution 
T-‘e-““(I - Q) z. + f T; le-(r-s)ri’(Z - Q)j-(s) ds, L tER+. 
0 
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As regards Eq. (3.2), we point out [ 131 that 
and all q, m > k + 1, are =O. We have 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose T E L(X) is such that A = 0 is a pole of R(A; T) of 
order k + 1 and it is the unique singularity of R(I; T). Zf f E Ctk’(R+; X), 
then (2.1) has the unique strong solution 
x(t) = 5 (-1)j T’f’j’(t), tER+. 
j=O 
Proof: We have 
TX(t) = 5 (-1 )‘-I T’f”-l)(t), 
j=l 
and hence 
f TX(t) = 5 (-I)‘-’ T’f(‘)(t) 
j= I 
= -X(f) +f(t), tER+. Q.E.D. 
It is then immediately recognized that the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf T satisfies the hypotheses above and f E C’k’(Rf; X), 
then Eq. (2.1) has the general strong solution 
k 
x(t) = x (-1)’ TiQf’j’(t) + T; ‘eerrT’(Z - Q) z, 
j=O 
+ ii T;‘e- (r-r)zr’(Z - R)f(s) ds, z, EX, tE R+. 
-0 
Remark 3.1. We note that initial conditions may not be assigned 
arbitrarily for (2.1) under the present assumptions. In fact, all admissible 
initial values z0 must be of the type 
k-l 
w + x (-1)’ T’+ ‘Qf’j’(O), w E R(p+‘). 
j=O 
On the other hand, if TE L(X), for every z. E R(F+‘) there is a strong 
solution x(.) of (2.1) such that s-lim,i, p+‘x(t) = zo. We need only take 
z, = (T;))’ zo. 
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Remark 3.2. If fE Ck’(R+; X), f”‘(O) = 0, j = 0, l,..., k - 1, and 
z0 E R(7k+ ‘), then (2.1), (2.2) has a unique strong solution. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose X is a Hilbert space and r,, E K(X) = K(X; X). 
If 1, # 0 is a point of the spectrum of -To, then we can apply Theorem 3.1 
to T= T,+&,I. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let T be a linear closed operator with a compact 
resolvent. 
Hence, if 0 belongs to the spectrum of T, then it is an isolated eigenvalue 
with finite multiplicity [8, p. 1871, and Theorem 3.1 holds. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let T be a closed operator in @(X) = @(X,X) such that 
r(T) = lim,tm a(P) < co, r*(T) = hInTa p(P) < a& where for any closed 
operator S in X, a(S) denotes the dimension of N(S) and p(S) the 
codimension of R(S) in X. Then there is a positive integer m such that 
X = N(7”‘) 8 R(F) [ 12, p. 2741 and A = 0 is an isolated singularity of 
R(l; T), [ 12, p. 2751. 
If we notice that Qx E N(Tn) and T, maps one-to-one and onto on R(F), 
we easily deduce that IILmR(,l; T)lLcx, < C, 0 < IL\ < r E R+. 
Therefore we have uniqueness and existence results for (2.1), (2.2) with 
such operators; see also [14]. 
We now want to deduce some consequence concerning (1. l), (1.2). 
Let A = 0 be a pole of order k + 1 of AR,@; B) and A, be a sufficiently 
large number, say, I, > r-‘, where RA(IZ; B) exists for 0 < ]A( < r. 
Define T = BR,(&; A). We shall show that A= 0 is a pole of R(L; T). In 
fact, 
/I+T=((&,L+ l)B+k4)R,&A) 
= (loA + l)(B +&I+ 1))‘A)R,(A,;~) 
implies 
R(& T) = Rt,i-‘; T) 
=p(A, +p)-‘Lo +p*& +P)-*AR&, +P)-‘;B). 
By virtue of the assumption on R,(k; B), the following expansion holds [6, 
P. 2361, 
k+l 
AR,@; B)= c C,s-‘+ 2 DJ, 
r=l r=0 
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where 
c, = (2ni) ’ 1 AR,(z; B) zr- ’ dz, r = l,..., k + 1 ; 
. 1-1 =t 
D, = (2ni)-’ \ AR,(z;B)z-“+“dz, T = 0, l,.... 
. IZI =c 
It follows that for all A# 0 in a suitable neighbourhood of 0, 
R@;T)=(l,/l+ 1))’ &+(/$)I+ 1))’ 
( 
+ 2 D,.(&+iP’)-‘)) . 
r=O 
We deduce that 1= 0 is a pole of R(IZ; T) of order k + 1. We remark that 
if A E L( Y; X), then we need only assume that ,I = 0 is a pole of R, (1; B). 
These considerations permit us to apply Theorem 3.1 and obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A= 0 be a pole of AR,@; B) of order k + 1; define 
T = BR,(A,; A) for a suflciently large I,. Denote by Q the corresponding 
projection onto N(P+ ‘). Zff~ Cck’(R+ ; X), then (1.1) has the general strong 
solution 
x(t) = c (-l)jR,@,; A) T{ Qe’O’ 
,TO 
+ R,(A,; A) T;le-“ri’mlO) (I - Q) z, 
+ i’R,(A,; A) T;‘e-“-‘“T”-.‘o)(Z- Q)f(s) ds, z, EX. 
‘0 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A, B be a bounded operator in X and a closed 
operator in X with D(B) strongly dense in X, respectively. Assume that 
R,(A,; B) is a compact operator for a certain lo. In view of A0 BR,(A,;.A) = 
T-AR&, ; A), we deduce that S = Lo BR,@,; A) E a(X), with r(S) < CO, 
r*(S) < cm. Since R(S) =R(B) is closed in X, we know [ll, p. 150-1523, 
that 0 is a pole of R(A; S), with X = N(S”) @ R(S”), for a certain positive 
integer n. Thus we are allowed to apply Theorem 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let A E K( U, X) and assume 1, E p(A, B). Then we can 
again apply the arguments of Example 3.4 to this case. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Assume A, B linear closed operators in the space X, with 
D(B) G D(A), B E Q(X), with a(B) = /3(B) < 03, 0 # II; ’ E p(A, B). 
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Then it is well known [ 11, Lemma 1.5, p. 1651, that T= BR,(&;A) 
belongs to Q(X), with a(T) =/3(T) = a(B). 
If r(T) < co, then we can conclude [ 11; p. 15 1 ] that 0 is a pole of R(A; 7’) 
and apply Theorem 3.2. 
Notice that Examples 3.4 and 3.5 give some conditions entailing 
r(T) < co. 
Remark 3.3. We notice that the results in Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.1, 
Remark 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are closely related to [ 1; Theorem 7, p. 4 19 ] 
and give an abstract extension of the quoted theorem. 
4. ABSTRACT POTENTIAL OPERATORS 
Let T be a closed linear operator in the Banach space X, with D(T) 
strongly dense in X. We shall say that T is an abstract potential operator in 
X if T= S-‘, where -S is the generator of a bounded semigroup of class 
(C,) of linear continuous operators in X. 
We have the following characterization of an abstract potential operator 
(we refer to [ 13; pp. 41 l-4161 for the case in which -S generates a 
contraction semigroup): 
LEMMA 4.1. A closed linear operator T is an abstract potential operator 
in X $ R( T)” = X and there is a positive constant M such that 
IWR,@; Z))mll,,x, < M LER+, m = 0, l,.... (4.1) 
Proof: We need only prove the “sufficient” part, since the “necessary” 
one is trivial. 
If (4.1) holds, then the linear operators J.I = TR,(L; I) are bounded in X 
and satisfy the resolvent equation J.t - .Z,, = (,u - A) J* J,, , for 
l,pE Rf. Condition (4.1) for m = 1 implies that N(J.,) = (O), in view of 
the fact that N(J,,)n R(J.,)‘= (0) [ 13, p. 217) and N(J.,)=N(T), 
NJ.,) = R(T)- 
It follows that there is a linear operator S such that J., = R(L; S); in fact, 
S = JA-’ -II= T-’ [ 13, p. 2161. Further, D(S) is strongly dense in X and 
I@R(A; S))mllLCX) <M, m = 0, l,..., 1 E R+. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. If -T is the infinitesimal generator of a bounded analytic 
semigroup in X and has a strongly dense range, then T is an abstract 
potential operator in X. 
In fact, we then have ~~~TR,(~;Z),,,, GM, 1 EC’, and thus by [13, 
Lemma l’, p. 2171, N(J.,) = N(T) = (0). Therefore T is invertible as an 
unbounded operator, in general, and ]I LR(A; T-‘)II,f,y, < M’, A E @+. This 
proves our statement. 
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We want to dispense with the restrictive assumption that R(T)” =X. To 
this purpose, we have 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that D(T) is strongly dense in X and (4.1) holds. 
Then T, , the part of T in R(v, is an abstract potential operator in R(T)“. 
ProoJ It is well known that D(T,) is strongly dense in R(T)“. Further, 
since IIxIIx <MII@Z+ T)xJI, for all xE D(T) and fi E R+, we deduce that 
PI+ T, has a bounded inverse in L(R(v) for all P E R+ and R(a; T,) 
coincides with the part of R(,u; 7’) in R(T)a. This implies that we can apply 
to T, the same argument as in the “sufficient” part of Lemma 4.1, 
concerning T. 
Hence, an element x of WY belongs to R(T,)” iff 
lim,t,z (( R,,(A; Z)xll, = 0. On the other hand, if x = Ty belongs to R(T), we 
have R,,(L; Z) x = A-‘(y - R,(II; Z)y), and thus s-lim,,T, R,,(A; I) x = 0. 
Therefore R(T) G R(T,)‘& R(qa, and this, with the uniform boundedness 
of the norm of R,(A; I), yields the denseness of R(T,) in R(T)O. 
We deduce that N( T, ) = (0 ) and thus the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. If -T generates a bounded analytic semigroup of 
operators in X, then T, is an abstract potential operator in R(T)“. 
Proof: By virtue of the assumptions, we can use all arguments in the first 
part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 and obtain for T, the estimate 
IINk T,)II,,,c,,,, GM, A E C’. 
Since R(A; T,) = T; ‘R,,$A; f), it is straightforward that 
This implies that -T;’ generates an analytic semigroup. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. Suppose that X is a complex Hilbert space with inner 
product ( , ) and T is a closed linear operator in X such that Re(Tx, x) > 0 
for all x in D(T) and A0 + T has a bounded inverse for a & E R +; that is, 
-T is the generator of a contraction semigroup of linear operators in X. If 
AER+. then (~x~lZ-I/ATR,(A;Z)x~~*=2Re(x,R,(~;Z)x)- JJR.(&Z)xlJ’, 
.K E x. 
Hence, IIATR,(L; Z)llLo, < 1 for all A E R ‘, iff II R,@; Z) XII’ < 
ZRe(x,R.(A;Z)x), xEX, AERt. Now, such a condition is satisfied iff 
--(IyIJ* < 21 Re(rv, y), 1 E R+, y E D(T); that is, iff Re(T’:y) > 0, y E D(T). 
Thus Theorem 4.1 applies. 
Remark 4.3. If X is a reflexive Banach space and T satisfies the estimate 
IIWk T&x, ,< M, h E R +, then one has the direct sum representation 
X=W’)C?OR(T)” [13], and it is immediately seen that R(T) = R(T,). 
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Remark 4.4. Suppose that T is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator in the 
Hilbert space X. We then know that (4.1) is satisfied with M = 1 and thus 
we can apply the mean ergodic theorem [ 13, p. 2141 to V= R(l; 7). 
according which the sequence P,, n = 1,2,..., defined by P” = n-’ xi:: Vk 
strongly converges to an operator P such that ]]P]]L,x, < 1, R(P) =N(T), 
N(P) = R(T)“. 
It is immediately verified that (Px,p) = (x, Py) and hence P is a projection 
onto N(T) in Hilbert space sense. 
Finally we notice, in addition, that T, is a self-adjoint operator in R(T)” 
[ 10, p. 1441. 
The results we have obtained above yield the following consequences 
relative to (1. l), (1.2) and (2.1), (2.2). 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that D(T) is strongly dense in X and (4.1) holds. 
Denote by P the projection onto N(T) and let S = T; ‘. If z,, E R(T) and 
fE C”‘(R’ ; X), then (2. l), (2.2) has the unique strong solution 
x(t) = Pf(t) + SeetSz, + )-’ Se~“-S’S(J - P)f(s) ds, tER+. 
-0 
Proof We need only make use of [8, pp. 486-4871. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose -T is the generator of a bounded analytic 
semigroup of operators in the reJlexit!e Banach space X. If z. E R(T)” and 
the X-oalued function f is (locally) H6lder continuous on R+, with exponent 
0 E (0, I], then (2. l), (2.2) has a unique strong solution. 
Proof We apply (8, p. 4911. Q.E.D. 
The general case of (l.l), (1.2) will be reduced to the cases of Theorems 
4.2 and 4.3 by means of the properties of T= BR,(&; A), where 
4, E ~(4 A ). 
We first observe that if p(B, A) # 0, then by a standard change of variable 
argument we may suppose without loss of generality that A has a bounded 
inverse and D(A) c D(B). We then have 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a rejlexiue Banach space, with D(A) G D(B), 
R+ gp(A,B), OEp(A). If 
IIWR,(k A))“‘II,,,, < M, LER+, m = 1, 2,..., 
z. E R(BA-‘) and f E C(“(R’;X), then (l.l), (1.2) has the unique strong 
solution 
u(t) = A-‘Pf (t) + A-‘Se-“z, + [’ A-‘Se-“-S’S(I- P)f(s) ds, tER+, 
-0 
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where S is the inverse of the part of BA-’ in R(BA-‘)a and P is the 
projection onto N(BA - ’ ). 
THEOREM 4.5. If X is a reflexive Banach space over the complex 
numbers and the closed operators A, B satisfy 
II ABRa@; A )IIux, < M, lECf, 
then there is one and only one strong solution of (l.l), (1.2) under the 
assumptions z0 E R(BA-‘)’ andf as in Theorem 4.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let Q be a bounded domain in R” with a Cm’-boundary 
an. Let A(x, D) be the differential operator 
A(x, D) u(x) = - e 
a*+) 
aikb) - + + ai 
au(x) 
i.k= I axi ax, ,r, 
F + 4x) u(x), 
I 
where x = (x, ,..., x,) E Q; a, ai, i = l,..., n, are complex-valued functions 
continuous on 6; the real-valued functions aik belong to C”‘(a) with 
aik(x) = a,,(x); and there is a positive constant c,, independent of x E fi, 
such that 
t aik(X) rirk > CO 9 1 ri121 for all ri E C. 
i.k= I i=l 
Further, suppose Re a(x) > a,, where a,, is a sufftciently large positive 
real. Let a(,) be a continuous nonnegative function on a, such that a(x) = 0 
on a subset of X2, and a(x) > 0, x E R. Now assume p > 2. 
If /I is a measurable positive function on R, Lp@; f2) denotes the space of 
all classes of functions u such that /~uII~O,~ = J”o j?(x)” 1 u(x)(~& < 00. 
If E = LP(a ‘lp; a), F = LP(a- ‘lp’; a), l/p + l/p’ = 1, and Hm*P(R), 
x*p(Q), m a nonnegative integer, are the usual Sobolev spaces, define the 
operators A and B by 
D(A) = {u E H2*p(R) n H,$p(R); Au E F}, (Au)(x) = A@, D) u(x), 
D(B) = E, (Bu)(x) = a(x) u(x). 
By a strong solution of the mixed problem (P), 
(&)/at + A(x, D) u = f (t, x), x E f-2, O<t<T, 
u(t, x) = 0, XEan, O<t<T, 
1;~ a(x) u(t, x) = v,(x), XER, 
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we mean a strong solution u(t) of the abstract initial value problem (l.l), 
(1.2) in Lp(Q), with z0 = o. 
We notice that this problem was considered in [4] for p = 2 and in [ 5 ] 
without introducing spaces with weight. 
By use of analogous techniques we can prove that there is a positive 
constant M such that the a priori estimate 
I~Ill~ll,~~II~~~+~~~II~~ ReI > 0, 
holds; and for these A’s LB + A has a bounded inverse. Hence, Theorem 4.5 
yields 
THEOREM 4.6. If v,, belongs to the closure of R(BR,(&; A)) in the space 
F, Lo E RC, andf(.), defined byf(t)(x) =f(t, x), 0 < t < T, x E R, is Hiilder 
continuous into F with exponent in (0, 11, then the mixed problem (P) has a 
unique strong solution. 
Remark 4.5. We now want to give a reason for our choice of 
considering the decomposition X = N(p) 0 R(py connected with (2.1) for 
the two cases R(Tk) = R(py and k = 1. 
Such a choice depends on the following considerations. First of all (see 
Section 2), we can assume that T is a bounded operator. We then observe 
that if X= N(Tk) @ R(p)“, then T, E L(R(Tk)“). To this end, we first prove 
that N(p) = N(7’“‘), R(py = R(Y)“, m = k, k + l,.... 
If P denotes the projection onto N(p) and x E R(Tk), x = T“y, 
y E R(Tk)“, then there is x, E X such that (we use the fact that T E L(X)!) 
x = s-!‘-E Tzkx, E R(Tzk)“. 
Therefore we deduce that R(p) = R(T2k)“. Further, it is immediate that 
N(p) = N(TZk). Analogously, N(Tk) = N(pk), R(p)’ = R(T”k)n, n = 1,2,..., 
and we have the result. 
Let fE C (k-“(R+;X) and x(.) be a strong solution of (2.1), (2.2). Then 
F-V(.) E Ctk’(R +; x) and 
-$2+x(t) = (-1 )kX(t) + 
k-l 
C (-l)k-1-j ppyt), tER+. 
j=O 
Hence, (I - P) x( .) satisfies both 
-$ 7yz -P) x(t) 
k-l 
= (-l)k (I- P)x(t) + x (-l)k-‘-j (I- P) T?“‘(t), tER+, 
j=O 
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and the initial conditions 
S-lfp d’( 7qI - P) x(t))/dt’ 
j- I 
= t-1)' p-l-jzo + s (-l)j-l-m pi+mffm)(o), 
m := 0 
j = 0, I,..., k - 1. _ 
Denote the part of Tk in R(p)” by S. Then S has a closed inverse S- ’ 
such that S’ maps one-to-one D(S-‘) = R(Tk) onto R(p)‘. 
If we define P(I - P) x(.) = z(.), then z( .) satisfies the Cauchy problem I 
in the space R(P)“: 
k-l 
ztkyt) = (-1)k s-%(t) + 1 (-1)k-j-I (I- P)f’j’(f), tER+, (4.2)1 
j=O 
j-l 
z”‘(O) = (-1)’ P-j-‘zo*+ 1 (-l)j-“-I 7”-+mf’m’(0), j= 0, l,..., k- 1. 
m=O 
(4.3)l 
It is then natural to suppose that such a problem is uniformly well posed 
on R + or well posed in R ‘, according [ 3 1. 
On the other hand, [3, pp. 79-8 1 ] says that if k > 3 then S’ is a 
bounded operator with D(S-‘) = R(p)a. Therefore, R(p) = R(pr. 
Let us consider the case k = 2. Assume X is a reflexive Banach space and 
denote by V the part of T in R(TZ)a. Notice that V E L(R( T’)a) since 
R(T3)” = R(T*)“. 
It is immediately recognized that S = V* and V is one-to-one. Further, 
.r E R(T*) implies y = V(T.u), x E R(T*)“, and thus R(V) 3 R(T2) is strongly 
dense in R(T*)“. We deduce that (VP’)* is an inverse of S; on the other 
hand, it is well known that if a regular solution of (4.2), (4.3) is sought, then 
19, p. 24 I]? one must assume that V- ’ generates a strongly continuous group 
of linear operators. Now, since Y- ’ has a bounded inverse, it does not seem 
to be a restrictive hypothesis to assume that for all s E Rf, 
IlsR(s: -V-‘)](L’R,r~‘O, <ME R +; that is, l/sVR,.(s; -I)IJLcR,r~,oG4. 
Since V is the part of T in R(T*)” and we want a condition on T, the 
estimates above are satisfies if JJsTR,(s; -I)](L’,Y’ < M, s E R +. But this also 
implies the decomposition X = N( 7) @ R(T)‘. 
Remark 4.6. We have seen that under the assumptions of Remark 4.5 
the existence problem for (2.1), (2.2) is connected with Eq. (3.1), where 
T, E L(R(Tk)a) is one-to-one and has range strongly dense in R(p)“. 
Equation (3.1) may have solutions in the sense of distributions [2] without 
having strong solutions. Hence, we could developed a corresponding theory 
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for such a type of solution, since the assumption IIR,(s; I)(I,,,, < C Islk, 
Re s > a,, implies that IIR(s; ~;‘)ll,,~(,q~, < C’lslk-‘, Re s 2 0,. 
Thus we can apply the results of [2]. 
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